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Year 2 Summer Term 2 Parents Narrative
As geographers we will…
Know where South America is and locate it on the map. We will know some of the
countries that make up South America. We will know about the climate of South America
and compare this to our countries. We will be able to name some of the features of the
environment in South America.

South America
As readers we will...
Enjoy our class book ‘The Great Kapok Tree’ and read other stories and
texts set in the rain forests. We will continue to look for evidence when
reading to answer our comprehension questions.

As mathematicians we will…
Continue to practise our skills in all four operations. We will extend our
knowledge when working with fractions and shape, space and measures. We will
improve our reasoning skills.

As scientists we will…
Think about how we keep healthy and the importance of a healthy diet. We
will explore how exercise helps us to keep healthy and the effects that it
has on our body. We will also explore animals and plants that live in the rain
forests and how they adapt to their environments.

We will celebrate our learning by ...
Sharing our work in Showcase assemblies and sharing some with you on Class
dojo. We will work hard on our handwriting and make sure that our work is well
presented.

As writers we will ...
Improve our descriptive writing by using our rain forest stories. We will
write our own poetry based on this environment too. We will also begin to
learn to write persuasively and try and get people to look after the
environment.
As Artists and Designers we will...
Create collages based on the rain forests and make clay crocodiles! We will
also publish our writing in creative ways, with our best illustrations.

As Responsible Citizens we will…
Think about how best to look after our environment and those further afield. We will
also do our best to keep healthy and think about how we can help others to keep healthy
too!

As Enterprising Learners we will…
Think about how much a healthy meal might cost. We will also think about how we
can encourage others to look after the environment.
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